Law school question turns political

By JOHN LINDSTROM

Does MSU have a law school?

No, but there have been plans for one. In 1970, the state House of Representatives Appropriations Committee recommended $21,000 for a law school. But this was later reduced to $20,000 by the Senate Appropriations Committee.

The law school proposal was brought to the University by former President Dean P. Schoenberger. The proposal was to be based on the University's School of Public Administration, which was then housed in the Administration Building.

But, as of now, there is no law school at MSU. However, there are plans for one in the future. The University is currently considering the possibility of establishing a law school, and several factors are being taken into account, including the needs of the state and the potential for revenue from the law school.

News Analysis

But, these officials have also said that they do not have any plans to build a law school at MSU. The University is currently focusing on its existing programs and has no immediate plans to expand its curriculum.

The future of the law school proposal is uncertain, and it remains to be seen whether the University will eventually move forward with it. In the meantime, the University continues to provide high-quality education in its existing disciplines.
ON MARINE RESERVEs
Judge to eye wig ruling's effects

By DAVID KORBECK
from State House Staff

The skirmish over the right to wear short, hair wigs, by some black legislators, who see Marine Corps reserves, may have national ramifications, according to one legislator.

U.S. District Court Judge Nathaniel F. Rudder today ruled in a brief session that the bill has provisions to wear black wigs for military personnel that are too vague to be enforced by the military.

The bill passed, as Senate Bill 6339, gives Marine Corps reservists the right to wear black wigs, which have been worn for years by black men.

Dave Berkich, the attorney who drafted the bill, said the ruling of the court is due to the fact that the bill has been passed twice by the lower house of the legislature and must be given a second reading in the Senate before being sent to the governor.

The rationale for the court's ruling was that a bill that passed in the lower house of the legislature and was subsequently vetoed by the governor is not enforceable.

"This is a clear victory for the courts," Berkich said. "They have ruled that the bill is unconstitutional, and we will appeal."
City to consider police limitations

By JIM BUSH
State News Staff Writer

A resolution by Lansing City Councilman George Griffiths designed to limit police surveillance activities will be considered by the Lansing City Council Tuesday night.

The resolution comes in response to a widely publicized incident on June 11 when East Lansing Police Department agents entered several private homes in the intersection of Michigan Avenue and Harrison Road.

When asked to identify themselves, several of the citizens trying to prevent the invasion, Kelly allegedly said he was a fellow member of the "moo" press, or an employee of the Detroit Free Press.

Colburn has said that the councilmen are doing their job of candid citizens asking in favor of the project.

"They say no is being confirmed for thorough Reforming the building ordinance, and the intersection project," Colburn said. "We want to make sure the council works with the downtown residents and artisans, that's the key to keeping the citizens involved in the downtown projects, and that's what the government should be doing.

Mayor Arthur Rockefeller agreed, saying, "The council's primary purpose is to help the downtown residents and artisans, that's the key to keeping the citizens involved in the downtown projects, and that's what the government should be doing.

Other councilmen in attendance voted on the request by some members of the downtown residents and artisans, that's the key to keeping the citizens involved in the downtown projects, and that's what the government should be doing.

Applications ready for housing unit

Applications are now being accepted for the five sits available in the downtown apartments. Applications can be made at the City Council Office.

The cemeteries, established by city council last week, has received additional funding for the downtown apartments.

Applications for the downtown apartments are not required to be filled by the city council by July 1 next year and will be reviewed by the city council.

LIEBERMANN'S

Eat well for less with our Chinese Wok

Join the growing number of people who have discovered how economically you can prepare meals from the great Chinese cuisine. Our Wok is made of heavy gauge steel for even heat and includes ring adapter for range, griddle, skillet. Skimmer, steaming rack, cleaning brush and chop sticks.

Help is just a few blocks away.

Help is just a few blocks away.

Regular Dinner

$1.00

per FAMILY

NIGHT, every

Wednesday, after 8 p.m.

Includes:

2 pieces of chicken, mashed potatoes and gravy, cole slaw and hot biscuits.

Famous Recipe FRIED CHICKEN

4500 S. Cedar

2071 E. Michigan

2071 S. Washington

Stadium Plaza

12" SET

$3.00

14" SET

$2.20

WOK CRAFT

COOK BOOK $3.95

tonite

Every day

Stitchery

Gifts of Love are made here! For an engagement, wedding, birthday, or any anniversary, you'll be amazed and thrilled at our wide selection of giftware. Simply ask the saleslady off the way from the simple to the sublime. Take time to find your choice for holiday giving.

Tues., Wed. & Sat. to 6 p.m.

Mon., Thurs. & Fri. to 9 p.m.

Stitches, gifts, n. crafts

mary max

STADRUN PLAZA

The Michigan Highway System today is facing new problems. Potholes are now 31 of the signs along the major highways. The potholes are in both the east and west directions. The potholes are on a 15-mile stretch along Gratiot Avenue. The potholes are a 15-mile stretch along Gratiot Avenue. The potholes are a 15-mile stretch along Gratiot Avenue.

Approximately five miles per 15-foot mile may be expected in the spring, so overlapping the total of the 15-foot mile.
EDITORIALS
Misleading reporting points dim view of tree protesters

Recent news stories and a column by Jim Weber of the Lansing State Journal about the recently halted and largely nonviolent protest against the construction of a gas pipeline near East Lansing have a disturbingly negative tone. They seem to present the protesting citizens as a mob of people who are acting destructively and without cause. This portrayal is misleading and does a disservice to the cause they are fighting for.

Yes, there have been sharp exchanges between the protesters and law enforcement officials. But they have been mostly the result of the police trying to keep the peace and making sure that the protest did not escalate into something more dangerous. The protesters have been generally peaceful and respectful, even when they were being confronted by law enforcement officers.

It is important to remember that the protesters are not a group of wild and unruly people who are out to start rioting or cause chaos. They are ordinary people who are standing up for what they believe in. They are exercising their right to peaceful assembly and are doing so in a thoughtful and measured way.

We call on the media to hold themselves to a higher standard and to present a more accurate and fair picture of the situation. The protesters are not trying to cause trouble or violence. They are simply trying to protect the environment and the quality of life in their community. It is time for the media to give them the respect and attention they deserve.
Union picketing slackens in Kalkaska

By MICHAEL FOX

Local news after Wednesday

KALKASKA — Police cars and union men were once in the Union picket line that stopped traffic at the Michigan State Road on the outskirts of town last summer.

About 80 men were reported to have arrived at the road between 7 and 7:30 a.m. Wednesday morning, Oct. 19, 1973.

About 30 of the men were a part of the picket line. The remaining men were union men who had come to support the picketers.

One of the union men, who did not want to be identified, said he was trying to encourage the picketers to continue their strike.

"We've got to keep up the pressure," he said. "We've got to keep up the pressure until we get what we want."
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

3 orientation plans offered

By THERON ALBRIGHT

State News Staff Writer

Beginning students at MSU this fall are currently studying two orientation regimes traditionally differing both financially and academically from previous years. Approximately 9,500 new freshmen and transfer students are the subjects of a new experimental orientation program this year, as opposed to three separate programs of four-week studies designed to meet the needs of individual academic needs of new students in the fall.

Orientation director Robert Haskins said the experimental orientation program is the result of a series of conferences in the past year in which the program was too much (66%) and took too much time from students' summer work schedules.

In addition, he said the summer orientation program has substantial cost and time reductions with either day-long or 1½-day sessions.

Harriss poll shows lack of confidence in Nixon

NEW YORK (AP) - Confirmation of election fraud, and a belief that President Nixon was involved in a Watergate affair increased, according to the latest Harris survey.

The Harris organization is a cross section survey, and not a scientific poll.

The King takes over

SWEEDLAND (AP) - King Baudouin II was designated as military commander-in-chief of Belgium's new army of about 180,000 soldiers.

Nixon's campaign is in a cross section survey, and not a scientific poll.

In June, 43 per cent agreed with a statement that Nixon is a man of high integrity. In May, 44 per cent agreed.

The report includes statistics on innovations in academic areas, including facts on the options offered in University College requirements and new cooperative transfer programs. It also examines the University Community College and the Lansing Public Schools. The report also cites examples of growth in each of the health professions and facilities.

The report was released by the National Center for Higher Education Research and Development.

Wharton's report to parents lauds 'U' academics, sports

President Wharton's second annual message to parents of students will be sent out next month reviewing the year's developments in academics and sports.

Armed robbers gain 47 cents in Bay City

BAY CITY (UPI) - Three juveniles and one adult, armed with pistols, robbed and bailed in the Bay City post office Saturday night while the youths were waiting for mail.

Police said the robbers made off with $47 worth of stamps.

Monday, July 2, 1973
Alles ears

Ralph, owned by Gabby Soriano, walked away with first prize in the "largest ears" category in the third annual Ugllest Dog Show. Ralph's ears measured 10½ inches, and gave him the margin of victory.

State News photo by Dave Mendrea

Also-ran

This year's entrant in the "ugliest dog" competition at Midland Mall Saturday morning failed to win a prize, though judging was the title for last two years. Unfortunately, this contest would not win in any of the other categories, which gave almost every dog a chance to display its peculiar characteristics.

State News photo by Dave Mendrea

Ugliest Dog

Green, a half terrier owned by Paul Farah, was crowned with the "ugliest dog" prize at the third annual Ugllest Dog Show Saturday morning. The dog also featured categories for the smallest, largest and funniest dogs.

State News photo by Dave Mendrea

U.S. Aircraft bomb

Cambodia again

HOMELAND CAPS -- American heavy bombers, for the 11th straight day, conducted missions today near Cambodia, the U.S. Pacific Air Command reported.

The B-52s and other U.S. aircraft conducted the operations at the request of the Cambodian government, the command said.

An official commented sceptically, too, as an official, too: people, too, that on details with the operations, but did say there were no U.S. aircraft in those.

STEELY YOURSELF VOLVO

Inside Volvo you surrounded you with a brand-new million passengers each. Consider it protective kindness.

Glenn Herriman, Inc.

TOO SLOW TO SLOW DOWN

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The Office of Economic Opportunity Thursday responded a pilot to the Montgomery, Ala. resident. A report by the Montgomery Community Action Council.

Community Action Council presented an investigation of the utilization of two state funds.

The council's findings were checked by the U.S. Justice Department.

UFOs, the head of the Montgomery County, said the case was "a demonstration..."

The operation was two weeks ago.

ĩnh Duong, the head of the Montgomery Community Action Council.

5 days to register for city election

Only five days remain until the registration deadline for the Lansing, Aug. 7, general primary. In order to vote in the general primary election, a voter must register by Aug. 7. Lansing is a nonpartisan election; hence, the Montana County Community Action Council.

Barbellen, the head of the U.S. Air Force, said the operation was two weeks ago.

You Know I Can't Hear You When The Water's Running

FREE ADMISSION

BLACK POWER

WOMAN POWER

RED POWER

BROWN POWER

GREEN POWER

Everybody's got green power — and if you are an environmental activist, your vote goes to the Democrats. A voter registration form is located in the section of the "52 Wolverine Watch Week of the State." The deadline is Aug. 7, July 9.

There are several rooms, such featuring a different area of modern concerns, and as least one right for you.

Call your State News Advertising Representative at 334-4400.
MSU Veterans to add nonstudents to program

By THERESA KANE

Efforts are underway to open the program of MSU Veterans to former servicemen not presently affiliated with the university.

The expanded program, which was announced by East Lansing's CELBA last week, will include a group of former servicemen who have been set back by bureaucratic roadblocks, and who have been unable to get proper medical care on the part of the service for a few years.

The United States military has within the last 10 years and the National Guard, has continued to exist in a state of semi-military status, and nonstudents, along with students, are used as a reserve solider. As a result, the government, the service, and the veteran cannot receive help from the government due to the reason that the veteran has not been allowed to be serviced by the government.

CELBA's president, Alfredo Cotes of Los Angeles, has made an announcement that they are allowing nonstudents to join the program in order to provide help to those who have been denied help due to bureaucratic roadblocks.

Limited funds prevents meet on Moon Day

"Moon Day advocates want to commemorate the anniversary of the landing on the moon on July 16, 1969.

Andrea Ferency, who has organized the event, said, "We are trying to organize a non-student group to provide help to those who are unable to find solutions on their own."

The program and its goals are to help those who have been denied help due to bureaucratic roadblocks. The program is focused on providing help to those who have been denied help due to bureaucratic roadblocks.

Exciting new Classics

Tuesday

Carter and Long
Original Country Blues and Folk
8:30-11:30

Wednesday

Trivia Night
with Sam Spiegel
8:30-11:30

Mark and Susan Proulx
Folk and Modern Music
8:30-11:30

Tap our Pioneer Special

For more information, call 321-1992
Student input in education stressed

By TOM HAROLDSON
State news-Detroit Times

Michael D. Griffin, a sophomore student from Huron Community College, was one of his immediate goals on the day he moved to the state and is a member of the Governor's Commission on Higher Education.

Michael Griffin

Michael Griffin is interested in having the state place more emphasis on vocational education, which the commission is studying as one of its main responsibilities. "The state has always looked at the need of the educational system, but not in vocational education," he said. "It has resulted in a number of college-eligible people, committed to instruction in colleges and institutional numbers of university trained people."

What is happening, because of this policy, he said, is that colleges and universities are expanding faster than they are growing. "The state needs to look at a broad picture of the educational system, the state will have to recognize this and that it is necessary."

He also said that the state's using of the students is going to have to expand its own extension courses, or at least make recommendations for people who may not be able to afford to spend time traveling or being in college. This would be done by the state, he said, to help the student finish his education at home and still get the necessary credits.

"The state needs money because instruction could be reduced to a necessary number to tape certain courses and it would allow more people to get an education if that happens," he added. "We would need to be aware of the people the state will have to deal with the future of education in Michigan."

Griffin will have his legislative day in court when the legislature adopts the recommendations of the commission. Griffin is chair of the student branch of the state's representative body and is on the commission that will look at the recommendations.

"We can't expect to change the views of the other members of the commission, but at least we can attempt to put the views of the students in the position," he said. "We will try to be the best possible advocate of some of the other recommendations that have been made.

Griffin, who started this year at MSU, living at Williams Hall, becomes the only student from MSU now on the commission. He is also one of the two underprivileged on the commission and was appointed to represent the community college viewpoint, which he believes the system needs still be.

He advocates the expansion of the community college system in Michigan.

State's judicial system called unfair by judge

Judge Donald Keegan, professor of labor and industrial relations, observed that the state's judicial system was called unfair by judge.

"Justice delayed is justice denied," he said. "We have a system that is not speedy and it is in the interest of the people, who are looking for speedy and fair treatment, that we be concerned about it."

The judge made the statement in the case of a discharged employee who was denied a job when he applied for a job.

"We have a system that is not very fair," he said. "We need to have a system that is fair and that the people are satisfied with."

The judge also suggested that the state's judicial system be reformed to expedite the hearing of cases.

State exams judge

State exams judge, who was appointed to the position, said that the system was fair and that the people were satisfied with it.

"We have a system that is fair and the people are satisfied with it," she said. "We need to have a system that is fair and that the people are satisfied with it."

She also suggested that the state's judicial system be reformed to expedite the hearing of cases.
**Michigan Classified Ads**

**Automotive**

- **FOR SALE/TRADE**
  - **1970 FORD MUSTANG S/C**
  - **1973 FORD MUSTANG**
  - **1966 CHEVROLET CORVETTE**
  - **1968 CHEVROLET CORVETTE**
  - **1969 MERCURY COUGAR**
  - **1969 CHEVROLET Camaro**
  - **1967 CHEVROLET Camaro**
  - **1969 FORD MUSTANG**
  - **1972 FORD MUSTANG**
  - **1973 FORD MUSTANG**
  - **1970 FORD MUSTANG**

**For Rent**

- **304 315-4**
- **460 315-2**
- **437 315-2**
- **284 315-2**
- **284 315-2**

**For Sale**

- **304 315-4**
- **460 315-2**
- **437 315-2**
- **284 315-2**
- **284 315-2**

**Furniture**

- **Small and swank furniture**
- **All conditioned**

**Grounds**

- **Grounds maintenance**

**Household**

- **For Rent**
  - **304 315-4**
  - **460 315-2**
  - **437 315-2**
  - **284 315-2**
  - **284 315-2**

**For Sale**

- **304 315-4**
- **460 315-2**
- **437 315-2**
- **284 315-2**
- **284 315-2**

**Services**

- **For Rent**
  - **304 315-4**
  - **460 315-2**
  - **437 315-2**
  - **284 315-2**
  - **284 315-2**

**For Sale**

- **304 315-4**
- **460 315-2**
- **437 315-2**
- **284 315-2**
- **284 315-2**

**Miscellaneous**

- **Furniture**
  - **Small and swank furniture**
  - **All conditioned**

**Real Estate**

- **For Rent**
  - **304 315-4**
  - **460 315-2**
  - **437 315-2**
  - **284 315-2**
  - **284 315-2**

**For Sale**

- **304 315-4**
- **460 315-2**
- **437 315-2**
- **284 315-2**
- **284 315-2**

**Notice**

- **WANTED**

**Classified Ads**

- **304 315-4**
- **460 315-2**
- **437 315-2**
- **284 315-2**
- **284 315-2**

**S B Store**

- **Across From Olon at 421 E. Grand River 332 5069**

**Books by the Pound**

- **Hardbacks** 25¢ per lb.
- **Paperbacks** 50¢ per lb.

For Selected books at the
URGES CAUTION

Chief outlines fire hazards

By JANICE DINKERT

The MSU law school has moved a good distance from the days when the student body was the major consumer of fire insurance.

"This can be dangerous," said the student body's legal representative, "The insurance industry has found that fire losses at the law school have dropped off considerably since the days when the student body was the major consumer of fire insurance."

The law school's insurance rates have dropped dramatically since the student body's legal representative said.

Two crewmen injured as oil tanker explodes

"The ship was listing fairly heavily," said the law school's legal representative, "The oil tanker exploded near the shore."
Smith denies rumors of 2 coaching changes

By LYNN HENNING
Erie Times-News Writer

Contrary to popular belief, Bob Nokia and Matt Altch will be back at their respective MSU basketball coaching positions for the fall. At least, it appears that way.

"There's no change at all," athletic director Bert Smith said. "Bob Nokia is still the head men's basketball coach and Matt Altch is still the head women's basketball coach. Rumors circulated last week that Nokia and Altch had been informed that they would have to leave their coaching jobs at the end of the summer, but those reports have been denied by the MSU coaching staff." Smith said. "Nokia and Altch are still expected to ride out the season without any changes to their coaching staffs."

Bob Nokia still expects to stay on as MSU's Men's Head Coach and Nokia said, "I know that's what you hear, but it's true. I'm still here, still doing my job, and I haven't been told otherwise."

"As far as the women's coach, Matt Altch, I don't know anything. It's been a busy week, but I don't know anything."

"I don't know that much about it," Nokia said. "I've been communicating with the athletic department and we have no reason to believe that there will be any changes."

Nokia said he had been working hard with his team and he was confident that they would be able to make the NCAA tournament. "I'm still focused on the game, and I'm still working on improving the team."

"I've been around long enough to know you have to expect the unexpected. Numerous changes have been made in the NCAA, but I think we're doing everything we can to prepare for the season."